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ABSTRACT
Background: Trigeminal neuralgia secondary to posterior and middle fossae tumors, whether ipsilateral or
contralateral, has been well described. However, this disabling disease has never been reported in the context of
anterior fossa neoplasms.
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Case Description: A 75-year-old female with right hemifacial pain was diagnosed with an anterior clinoid
meningioma. Despite neuroimaging did not show any apparent anatomical or neurovascular conflict, a detailed
MRI analysis revealed a V3 hyperintensity. Not only symptoms completely resolved after surgical resection but
also this radiological sign disappeared. Nowadays, the patient remains asymptomatic and V3 hyperintensity has
not reappeared during her follow-up.
Conclusion: A surgical definitive treatment can be offered to patients suffering from trigeminal neuralgia
secondary to lesions adjacent to Gasserian ganglion or trigeminal branches. In this respect, posterior and middle
fossae tumors are well-reported etiologies. Nevertheless, in the absence of evident compression, other neoplasms
located in the vicinity of these critical structures and considered as radiological findings may be involved in
trigeminal pain. Microvascular and pressure gradient changes could be an underlying cause of these symptoms in
anterior skull base lesions. Here, we report the case of a patient with uncontrollable hemifacial pain resolved after
anterior clinoid meningioma removal.
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INTRODUCTION
Trigeminal neuralgia attributed to space-occupying lesions is a recognized entity within
The International Classification of The Headache Disorders. The diagnosis is made when a
structural compromise is evidenced on neuroimaging and when clinical findings led to tumor
detection.[9] Among these lesions, posterior and middle fossae neoplasms have been welldescribed as potential etiologies of neural compression.[1,3-5,11,14,16,17] Nevertheless, trigeminal
neuralgia secondary to anterior fossa tumors has never been reported.
Here, we present the case of a patient whose neuropathic symptoms resolved following an
anterior clinoid meningioma resection. We discuss how certain remote lesions considered
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as radiological findings could be involved in trigeminal
neuralgia pathophysiology in the absence of evident
anatomical conflict.

CASE REPORT
A 75-year-old female with no significant medical history
came to the emergency room complaining of an intense and
paroxysmal electric shock-like sensation radiating to the
right side and affecting the distribution of all three branches
of trigeminal nerve, more in the distribution of V2. Physical
examination did not reveal sensory loss and ruled out any
other neurological deficit. Initial medical treatment with
eslicarbazepine only achieved mild clinical improvement.
An initial cranial CT scan showed a right anterior clinoid
lesion consistent with meningioma. The MRI confirmed the
suspected diagnosis with no evidence of nerve, Gasserian
ganglion, cavernous sinus, or vascular compression.
However, an inflammatory thickening of V3 branch was
demonstrated [Figure 1]. Consequently, due to these clinical
and radiological findings, we planned surgical removal.
A frontal craniotomy with gross total resection was
performed (Simpson Grade II). Pathologist reported a WHO
Grade I fibroblastic meningioma. Immediately following the
procedure, her preoperative pain completely disappeared.
After an uneventful postoperative period, our patient was
discharged with no neurological deficit. Eslicarbazepine
was discontinued during the following months; the patient
did not experienced any facial pain relapse during this
withdrawal. The MRI performed 1 month after the procedure
showed the absence of previous V3 hyperintensity signal and
a complete tumor resection [Figure 2]. After 4 years, this
finding has not reappeared and tumor recurrence has not
been evidenced in subsequent imaging follow-up. Nowadays,
our patient remains asymptomatic and taking occasionally
paracetamol and NSAIDs to treat her arthrosis.

DISCUSSION
Initially, patients suffering from trigeminal neuralgia
without neurological deficit are treated medically with
anticonvulsants, muscle relaxants, and analgesics. Refractory
cases should be studied and underlying diseases such as
multiple sclerosis, ischemia, or other conditions that can
require specific management should be discarded.[13] A
surgical definitive treatment may be considered if neural
compression is demonstrated. Usually these anatomical
conflicts consist in vascular abnormalities near the fifth root
entry zone causing demyelination of the nerve[8,12] or tumors.
Among neoplasms, posterior fossa lesions are the most
common finding. The majority of them are benign such as
schwannomas, epidermoid cysts, or meningiomas. Tumors
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Figure 1: (a) Coronal T1-weighted with fat saturation after
gadolinium enhancement. An extra-axial mass with intense
enhancement originating from the right anterior clinoid process is
showed. No direct relation was observed the cavum de Meckel or
right fifth nerve, mild enhancement around right V3 branch was
depicted (arrow head). (b) Coronal T2-weighted image ruling out
any relationship or shift between the critical structures. A highintensity signal and thickening of V3 trigeminal branch was also
evidenced (arrow).
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Figure 2: (a) Coronal T1-weighted after gadolinium enhancement.
Complete tumor resection and resolution of the mild enhancement
around right V3 branch (arrow head). The same anatomical
relationships are maintained in the middle fossa. (b) Coronal T2weighted image showing resolution of the high-intensity signal of
V3 trigeminal branch (arrow).

may be located ipsilateral or contralateral to the affected
nerve. The plausible pathophysiology of these two situations is
supposed to be different. Lesions diagnosed on the same side
of facial pain tend to cause symptoms by local compression,
displacing vessels that could compromise the nerve or
producing chemical irritation as in the case of epidermoid
cysts.[17] Ipsilateral neoplasms do not need to reach large
volumes to cause trigeminal neuralgia. In fact, even minimum
size lesions can result extremely symptomatic if they are
located in the vicinity of the trigeminal root entry zone or
adjacent to Meckel’s cave entrance.[10] However, contralateral
tumors cause symptoms through a different mechanism. They
produce a brainstem shift causing contralateral compression
of the fifth nerve against the dura or displacing contralateral
vessels, which result in microvascular impingement.[4,5,11,16]
Therefore, in contrast to their ipsilateral counterparts, these
tumors are usually diagnosed as large neoplasms producing a
greater mass effect and often debuting with additional cranial
nerve deficits as hearing loss or hemifacial spasm.[4] If their
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removal does not resolve trigeminal neuralgia, arachnoid
adhesions or microvascular changes involvement should be
suspected and ipsilateral microdecompression should be
considered.
Regarding the case submitted, as far as we know, it is the first
trigeminal neuralgia secondary to an anterior fossa tumor
reported in the literature and constitutes a unique description.
Although no neurovascular shift was identified on
preoperative MRI, surgical treatment was effective. The most
likely cause could be the displacement of microstructures,
pressure gradients involvement or microvascular changes
not visible by neuroimaging. This pathophysiology
proposed here follows the same principles but in a reverse
way as the case described by Berti et al. They reported a
small meningioma with non-apparent compression and
whose rapid volume reduction after radiosurgery triggered
trigeminal neuralgia.[1] These symptoms could have been
caused by local microadhesions and changes adjacent to the
root entry zone, a reported cause of trigeminal neuralgia.[15]
Considering the distance, only one remote tumor without
apparent mass effect on trigeminal structures and producing
similar symptoms has been described in the literature.
Gan and Choksey reported a case of a parafalcine parietooccipital meningioma with complete sagittal sinus occlusion
causing paroxysmal facial pain. The tumor was located
around somatosensory cortex, an area that is supposed to
be involved in perception and modulation of pain. Authors
hypothesized a cortical theory of pain based on parietal
location and on the fact that surgical removal succeeded
as if a trigeminal decompression had been performed.[7]
In the presence of sagittal sinus occlusion, cortical venous
drainage disturbances could have been considered as a
possible underlying pathophysiology. To make this assertion,
we refer to other similar cases of headache reported in the
literature and resolved after the resection of extra-axial
convexity tumors with sagittal sinus involvement. The role of
intratumoral arteriovenous shunts inside these vascularized
lesions producing flow disturbances in the vicinity of
parietal areas seems to be the most likely theory behind
this phenomenon.[6] However, the mechanism suggested in
skull base tumors is probably completely different from the
pathophysiology involved in these convexity lesions with
sagittal sinus affection.
One interesting point was the V3 radiological changes
evidenced on MRI. This finding has never reappeared
after the surgery. Although similar signal alterations have
been described in cases of infiltrative and inflammatory
diseases,[2,18] none of them were suspected in our case.
In addition, comparing preoperative and postoperative
images, no significant shift was demonstrated in middle or
posterior fossae structures. We attribute this radiological
sign to microvascular disturbances or pressure gradients

potentially involved in our case. Having said this, a causal
and chronological relationship between tumor removal,
trigeminal pain resolution, and these radiological changes
could be supposed. More studies must confirm if this finding
could presume a predictor for patients with anterior fossa
tumors and trigeminal neuralgia who could benefit from
surgical removal.

CONCLUSION
Tumors are well-reported etiologies of trigeminal neuralgia.
Although the most frequent mechanism is direct neural
compression or brainstem shift as a result of a contralateral
mass located in posterior fossa, patients with non-apparent
compromise demonstrable on neuroimaging may benefit
from surgical treatment. We have reported the unique case
of a patient with anterior clinoid meningioma and ipsilateral
trigeminal neuralgia resolved after tumor resection. Further
studies must demonstrate the role of surgery in these clinical
scenarios and the potential involvement of pressure gradients
or microvascular changes in the vicinity of critical elements
that could be implicated in the pathophysiology of facial
pain.
Special attention should be paid to trigeminal branches on
MRI. Some changes could be a radiological mark of these
microstructural disturbances in the surroundings of gasserian
ganglion and invisible to conventional neuroimaging.
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